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DESIGN BRIEF 

The Space needs to be High Quality and Good Design to attract 

children of age 3 to 6 years while being user friendly and user intuitive. 

The Space will be either teachers & their assistants. 

The time of use is from morning to evening during the weekdays.
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In a Children Imagination, A playhouse can be anything…

Their castle, a fairy house, a spaceship, a pirate ship, Nest Cave or 

anything.

Lets offer them the best childhood…
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Modern Technology & Material Used 

1. Modern Interiors

• It provided for the children to enjoy new environment everyday.

• Played with colors to attract the kids and make learning a fun 

process.

• Usage od 3D wallpapers for mural effects.



Modern Technology & Material Used 

2. LED Screen Wall 

• Led Screen wall have the ability to deliver seamless images, can be 

scaled to any size or shape, and an excellent characteristics that 

make video wall content look from any angle.

• This will help the kids feel a 

different atmosphere once 

they enter the play school. 



LED Wall 



LED Wall - Seamless images, can be scaled to any size or shape according 

to the requirement.
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3. Natural Light

Building Material used are recycled materials which will help 

reduce the cost & make the construction faster.



Modern Technology & Material Used 

4. Varia Ecoresin

It is a line of recycled resin panels that create an intimate ambiance 

within a larger space that might otherwise feel impersonal.

The Non toxic, Sustainable material provides day lighting and privacy in 

a wide range of design options.
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Modern Technology & Material Used 

5. Shore Line ( Augmented Reality Sandbox)

An augmented reality (AR) sandbox is a 3D, interactive, dynamic educational 
tool to help understand mapping, topography, watersheds, natural hazards, 
and more! This tool uses a motion sensor and specialized computer software 
to map contour lines (lines of equal elevation) onto the sand that adjust to the 
elevation levels of the sand in real-time. It's a fun, and addictive, way to learn 
through play for young and the young at heart.
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